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Nathan Adams is just an average kid until the mysterious Whisper gives him a device that allows

him to see what others cannot, Yo-kai of all shapes and forms! Now, armed with the Yo-kai Watch,

Nathan, Whisper and their new invisible friends embark on an all-new supernatural adventure! Â 

Yo-kai, inspired by the yokai of Japanese folklore, are not ghosts or monsters or creatures. They

canâ€™t be seen by the human eye, but theyâ€™re everywhere, and whether they&#39;re

phantoms or everyday objects discovering their higher purpose, Yo-kai personalities are distinctly

humanlike!  While playing deep in the mountains, a yokai butler named Whisper gives Nathan the

Yokai Watch, which Nathan uses to help his spooky new friends with their problems! Thus begins

this ghastly laugh-out-loud comedy!
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Yo-kai Watch is a proper manga for the young kids. A fairly simple story in which Nate Adams

collects Yo-kai friends. Once he has befriended a yokai he may call upon them again to help him out

later on. he gets about eight of them in this book. The text is pretty easy to read for this age group

so the plot doesn't get too involved but there are plenty of strange characters each chapter (the

yokai) and each one either has a problem Nate helps them solve or they help Nate solve a problem.



There are fun-loving antics with lots of humour. It will be a bit repetitive for anyone over about age

ten, but young readers will love having their own proper manga just for themselves.

The takeover has begun! This franchise is going to be HUGE. I am loving it every step of the way!

And with this manga, you can start at the beginning and have the priviledge to say that you were

there from the start! Great read.

I bought this for my 8 year old son and he LOVES it! If your child watches this show, it is a MUST.

I've already ordered more discs for the watch (it comes with 2) and can't wait for his reaction when

they arrive.

My son loves it. But for those unfamiliar with Japanese Anime, a quick heads up... the books are

read from back-to-front... which takes a bit of getting used to.

I became the favorite Aunt after giving this to my nephew. He loved it so much and couldn't hug me

enough. He played with it all through the holidays, and his mother reports that it's still his favorite

toy. Perfect for a nine year old.

Kid reads this all the time, and it's designed in the Japanese style, which she grew up with while

living in Japan.

My 6 year old son loved this book. He could not put it down. He finished it in 2 days

My kids are just getting in to these type of books and characters.  had this book for the cheapest

around. No complaints here, you get what you see.
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